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For each of the questions below, please provide a transcript of commands you run and results you
see on the screen.

1. Create a Web page for yourself in the cs.uccs.edu server. The way to do this is to create
a directory called public_html in your home directory. This directory should have the
appropriate permissions so that anyone visiting the server can see your Web page. In this
directory, create a file with the name index.html. The contents of this file will be visible
when someone uses the URL http://www.cs.uccs.edu/~username. In this directory, create
a sub-directory for image files. Ftp several images to this image directory. Use the images in
your Web page.

Protect your directories and files in your home page so that others can view only your
Web page. What permissions do you give to the public_html directory and files and sub-
directories underneath it? What permissons do you give to the other directories and files in
your home directory? Print a snap-shot of your Web page and include it in what you hand
in.

2. Learn how to use the find command.

(a) Find files under your home directory that are graphic files, i.e., they have extensions
jpg, gif, etc.

(b) Find how many directories and sub-directories you have under your home directory.
That is, don’t count files that are not directories.

(c) Find all files in the system that are bigger than 1 gigabyte in size. When you run this
command, file permissions may cause errors. Redirect the errors to an error file. Print
a little bit of this file, say a page.

(d) Find all files in my account that are jpg files.
(e) Find all regular files (i.e. not directories) in the system that are wide open, i.e., have

777 permission.
(f) Give a listing of all the files starting in your home directory that have not been modified

in over 5 days and have not been accessed in over ten days.

3. Consider the app_c.csv file I have downloaded from the US Census Bureau’s Web site. It
contains all the last names that occur in the US with a frequency of 100 or more. Write the
Unix commands to do the following
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(a) Obtain all the last names that end in son. How many such names are there? What is
the total number of people having such last names in the US?

(b) Obtain all the last names that end in sen. How many such names are there? What is
the total number of people having such last names in the US?

(c) For each last name in the first set, obtain the ten the occur most frequently in the US
among whites. Obtain the ten that occur least frequently among whites.

(d) For each last name in the first set, is there is a corresponding name in the second set?
How would you find all such last names and print them?

(e) Write a script that does all the above from one single file. Run this script.
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